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Abstract
We developed a sound reactive laser light show device. A laser is traced to form multiple

pre-defined patterns using single laser shown upon 2 consecutive mirrors: one deflecting the
laser on the x-axis, one deflecting upon the y-axis. These mirrors are attached to precise DC
motors which move rapidly to trace the output laser along the edge of a shape faster than the
human eye can process, resulting in 2D shapes being drawn on the wall. The shapes being
traced are cycled via a sound-reactive state machine. We also added a selector which can apply
different diffraction gratings at the exit of the laser path. This allows our machine to cycle
through different diffraction gratings using a stepper motor and belt to turn which grating is
present at the exit.
Opportunity

Several of our group members are music festival enthusiasts. Through first-hand
experience, we realized that one of the biggest attractions to festival environments is the
professional laser light shows. We identified an opportunity: there is an experience that many
people enjoy but is not accessible. We were driven to create a portable, cheap, safe party laser
for festival level laser features in home like environments.

Beyond an enjoyment for laser lights and entertainment equipment, our group was
motivated to create a project that was able to produce a stunning and mesmerizing display. We
were determined to have a final product that looked well designed: contained electronics, easy
user interface, simple start up, and overall great user experience.

Strategy
The primary functionality we hoped to achieve was laser projection of arbitrary shapes

on an x-y axis. We achieved this by shining a laser onto 2 single axis mirrors attached to motors
oscillating at high speeds. We defined several shapes as parametric equations wrapped inside
functions. When these functions are called, the mirrors rotate at high speeds to deflect the laser
to trace the defined path, resulting in each function projecting a different shape on the wall. We
added more flavor to our patterns with a rotating selector which changed which diffraction
grating the laser exited through; this allowed us to create the illusion of multiple lasers being
projected. We initially hoped to trace great complex, arbitrary, and changing patterns; though we
found predefined parametric equations much easier to work with and sufficient for our original
goal.

With several patterns and laser effects defined (states), we created a state machine that
cycled through these patterns in an unpredictable and entertaining way. We decided to stay true
to our original idea of “party laser” by having patterns cycle when a particular noise threshold
was hit, causing patterns to change with the beat of the music. We attached a microphone to
our esp32 and defined an interrupt (sound event) which triggered a new pattern (state change)
whenever the sound got loud enough. To keep watchers engaged, we found it important to keep
some level of unpredictability in the states we cycled through. Everytime a sound event occurs,
a random number generator selects a random state to jump to.
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Reflection
One of the main goals we had throughout the semester was building a project we know

would work on demo day without fail. This meant we needed to write software that was simple,
and use components that were reliable. Simplicity is key. This worked well for much of our
design decisions: sound reaction based on a simple threshold and microphone; a single event
to monitor and trigger state transition. We understood the sensitivity of these instruments and
designed our code accordingly. A few attempts to work without simple components where
simpler options existed failed. We tried to use a magnetometer for homing of the selector
instead of a limit switch- but the magnetometer device was not accurate enough for our
purposes at such close range. Additionally we did not verify compatibility with our diffraction
grating and laser, resulting in the projection being too dim for the human eye. Finally, we cut
corners and used an available stepper motor to move the selector instead of a brushed motor
with an encoder which would have removed the need for external homing techniques. We
ended up with an unreliable, and loud selector which wouldn’t move within our tolerance and
sometimes set off additional sound events. Overall, make sure the components you chose are
compatible and simple enough to work with.
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